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Manufacturing Lobby Days & Summit 2015
The Manufacturers Alliance of New York
(MANY), a statewide coalition of more than
1000 manufacturing firms will host their annual Manufacturing Lobby Days & Summit on
March 23rd and 24th in Albany. The Council
of Industry, a founding member of MANY, is
pleased to support and participate in this annual effort to promote a pro-growth agenda that
will benefit all of the Empire State’s manufacturers. This two day event at the Hilton Albany will allow our sector to rally together and
relay to Albany our legislative agenda for the
Harold King, Executive Vice President of the
upcoming session, as well as network with
statewide elected officials, manufacturing and Council of Industry led a panel discussion at
economic development executives. The event Manufacturing Lobby Days in Albany 2014.
will consist of policy briefings, guest speakers,
breakout lobbying visits and a Manufacturing Day in Albany Reception. Council of Industry
members are encouraged to attend as this is an opportunity to be a part of the change you want to
see in state legislation.
Even if you have never visited your legislator before, it is important to start, and become involved.
The voice of manufacturing needs to be heard and our elected officials need to know that manufacturing is still the engine the drives New York’s economy. There is no doubt that other groups
will be spending a lot of time and resources presenting their case in Albany. Don’t miss you
chance to help present our case!
Please sign up and reserve your spot today! The fee to attend is $100 per person and includes all
meals and materials. Sponsorship opportunities are available. For more information contact Harold
King 845.565.1355, hking@councilofindustry.org for more info.

Manufacturing Alliance to Albany: Portion of Fiscal Windfall Should Go Towards Expediting the 18a Assessment
Elimination
By Karyn Burns, Council of Industry Director of Government Affairs

In the 2015 Opportunity Agenda proposed by Governor Cuomo, he recommends a number of
progressive economic development incentives, all part of his desire to continue the growth and
development of the State’s business climate. Most would agree, myself included, that there are
multitudes of ways that New York State can bolster economic development. One way, obviously,
is through funding economic development programs, such as the competition that Governor Curomo is introducing between the Upstate cities to bring forward ideas that will be judged and awarded funding for by the State.
However, most manufacturers believe that this is only part of the solution, and that rather the true
pathway to economic prosperity and economic growth for the state is a two-fold solution: economic development dollars need to be balanced by the continued lowering of taxes and fees. Currently, our climate consists of heavily regulated businesses, costly mandates, high taxes and fees,
and increasing costs in areas including but not limited to workers compensation, Medicaid and
tort reform. Dollars that otherwise would have been invested in our businesses are instead being
diverted toward these costs.
Continued on page 15
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Training & Education
Project Management Training February 25, 27 and March 4
Project Management is three full days of instruction that will
introduce basic concepts including the definition of a project and
the project manager’s job, how to develop success criteria, and
how to engage project stakeholders. Instructed by Dr. Kevin
Caskey at the Business Resource Center in Kingston NY, classes
are from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm. Cost is $325 per person. Topics
will include:









Introduction to Project Management

What is a project?
Project Selection

Methods to select a portfolio of projects
Requests for (project) Proposals (RFPs)

Creating the RFP (the customer’s tasks)

Responding to a RFP (the contractor’s tasks)
Defining the Project

Defining the project scope

Establishing project priorities

Creating the Work Breakdown Structure
Estimating Project Times and Costs

Quality of Estimates

Top-down vs Bottom-up estimating

Level of detail

Types of costs
Developing a Project Plan



Developing the network of
project activities

PERT/CPM
 Managing Risk

Risk assessment

Contingency planning
 Scheduling Resources and Costs

Types of resource constraints

Resource allocation methods
 Leadership: Being an Effective Project Manager

Managing project stakeholders
 Managing Project Teams
 Outsourcing: Managing Inter-organizational Relations
 International Projects
Microsoft Project will be used as a demo for the following
tasks:

Work Breakdown Structure

Estimating Project Times and Costs

Developing the network of project activities

Scheduling Resources and Costs

Tracking project progress
Register online via www.councilofindustry.org
or email training@councilofindustry.org

Reading and Understanding Blueprints April 16th
Register now for Reading and Understanding Blueprints on April 16th from 9 am—
4 pm in the Great Room of Kaplan Hall at
the SUNY Orange Newburgh Campus.
The cost is $95 per person or $75 each for
two or more from the same company.

• Symbols and schedules
• Each Kind of Line Has a Meaning
• Locating and Reading Information Blocks
• Graphic Scale vs. Stated Scale
•Tolerance - Allowable degree of deviation from given dimension
This class is intended for: Machine opera- • Component Name
• Intended Use
tors, quality control inspectors, shop supervisors, metalworking manufacturing
• Blueprint or Part Number Associated with the Component
personnel, engineering managers, and other manufacturing persons
• Name of the Company or Engineer that Designed the Component
interested in learning to read manufacturing prints or updating their
knowledge in this area. Participants will learn to identify the essential • Orthographic Projections: top or plan view, elevations or side views
details and interpret the dimensions and tolerances found on engineer- • Sections
ing drawings. Actual blueprints for hands-on study will be available.
• Isometrics and perspectives
• Viewing the Blueprint as a Whole Diagram – How Parts Work ToThis six hour, one day hands on program will enable participants to
accurately and effectively use blueprints to obtain the information they gether
need to do their jobs.
• Specifications and notes
Topics will include:
• Materials List
• Blueprints – Are they really blue?
Register online via www.councilofindustry.org
• Reading Prints
or email training@councilofindustry.org
• Proper handling of prints
• Scrutinize the Details
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Sub-council & Networking News
April HR Sub-council: NLRB Update
Topic: Recent changes concerning the NLRB and
how they affect you and your workplace.
When: Friday, April 24, 8:30- 10:00 am
Where: Council of Industry Office, The Desmond Campus, Mount St. Mary College, Newburgh, NY
Speaker: Kevin M. Doherty, Esq., Greenwald
Doherty LLP
Cost: None for members
Registration: online at: http://
www.councilofindustry.org/event-seminar/hrsub-council-nlrb-update/
Or e-mail Alison Butler at abutler@councilofindustry.org or call (845) 5651355.
The NLRB has been very active in attempting to revamp how
employers work with both their unionized and non-unionized
workforces. This presentation will address many of the recent changes and discuss how they affect you and your workplace. Some of the topics to be covered include:

March EHS Sub-council: Aerial lift,
Scaffold, Fall Protection, and
Arc-flash Safety – Who needs it?
Topic: Aerial lift, Scaffold, Fall Protection, and Arcflash Safety
When: Friday, March 13th, 2015, 8:30 am- 10:30
am
Where: The Chazen Companies, 21 Fox Street,
Poughkeepsie, NY
Speaker: Kip Score, Safety Director at The Chazen
Companies
Cost: None for members
Registration: online at: http://
www.councilofindustry.org/event-seminar/ehs-subcouncil-aerial-lift-scaffold-fall-protection-and-arcflash-safety-who-needs-it/
Or e-mail Alison Butler at abutler@councilofindustry.org or call (845) 565-1355.



The new “quickie election” rules

Mr. Kip Score, Safety Director at The Chazen Companies, will
discuss when and what technical training is needed for employees
using aerial lifts, scaffolding, or work in arc-flash or fall protection
environments.



Use of company Email for union purposes

Attendees should also feel free to ask Kip about:



NLRB definitions of “joint employers” as applies to
franchisors and others



Job Safety Analyses,



Court actions overturning NLRB decisions, e.g. the
baseball cap ruling and union insignia



confined space,



forklift,



NLRB’s efforts to invalidate Class Action Waivers in
Arbitration Agreements



HAZWOPER,



NLRB’s latest efforts to invalidate social media policies
and other typical employee handbook policies



hearing conservation,



requirements for working on or over water,



And more



and comprehensive corporate safety programming.

Visit our website for more info and to register.
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Legislative Matters
Immigration Legislation and Changes to Watch for in 2015
Certification
From JacksonLewis PC, a Council of Industry Associate Member

President Barack Obama’s November 20, 2014, announcement
regarding executive actions he will be taking on immigration
reform has put into motion a number of changes to U.S. immigration law in 2015 that could be important.
While Congress moves to block the President’s actions, as well
as to introduce its own reform legislation, and many states challenge the executive action, other major legislative and regulatory
developments are taking place that immigration attorneys will be
watching.
Revisions to Adjustment of Status
Adjustment of Status is the process by which individuals who
have been sponsored for permanent residence by a family member or employer can apply to become a permanent resident. New
adjustment regulations would reflect revisions to how the State
Department uses the Visa Bulletin, as well as accelerate the period when the Adjustment of Status applications can be submitted.
Currently, an individual cannot file for Adjustment of Status until
a visa number is available. The President’s executive action
would allow an individual with an approved immigrant visa to
apply for Adjustment of Status despite the fact that a visa number
is not available. Doing so will provide benefits to foreign nationals and their families, including greater flexibility in employment
and travel. It also will become easier for foreign workers to
switch employers. Presently, a foreign worker being sponsored
by an employer cannot switch employers without her new employer sponsoring a new and expensive green card process until
the Adjustment of Status has been pending for 180 days, and then
only if the position will be in the same or a similar position as the
sponsored position. The President’s guidance directs the U.S.
Citizenship and Immigration Services (“USCIS”) to issue better
guidance on what constitutes “same or similar” positions.

who have not recently or ever previously held H-1B status. The
actual number of visas available under the cap is lower because
of set-asides for certain countries under Free Trade Agreements.
Further, under the advanced degree exemption, an additional
20,000 H-1B numbers are available for individuals who have
obtained a U.S. Master’s degree or higher. For Fiscal Year 2015,
which began October 1, 2014, USCIS received more than twice
as many H-1B applications as there were visa numbers available,
and for Fiscal Year 2016 (USCIS will accept petitions beginning
April 1, 2015), the demand is expected to be higher. Both President Obama and Congress have taken steps to ease this demand.
STEM Students
The STEM Program allows foreign graduates in the Sciences,
Technology, Engineering or Mathematics to obtain longer periods of post-graduation work authorization if they go to work for
employers who participate in the government’s E-Verify program. The original STEM program allows for an additional 17
months of employment authorization. The Administration is expected to publish proposed rules in the spring that would: (a)
increase the number of years that STEM graduates can remain in
the U.S. under post-completion optional practical training (OPT)
— this would be for F-1 students earning degrees at U.S. universities in STEM fields; and (b) allow individuals whose first college degree is in STEM, but whose second degree (such as
MBAs with undergraduate engineering degrees) is not, also to
qualify for STEM OPT.

H-4 Dependents
The Department of Homeland Security expects to publish a final
rule in early 2015 regarding work authorization for the spouses of
H-1B workers being sponsored for green cards. This would allow
certain spouses of persons with H-1B work authorization to obtain work authorization cards that are not restricted (meaning,
Easing of Demand on H-1B Visas
they can apply for jobs anywhere). As the permanent residence
The H-1B visa category is essential to many businesses that wish
process can take 4 to 10 years for some sponsored foreign workto employ foreign nationals in professional positions. Each year,
ers, this would be a significant benefit for their spouses, who
the government makes available 65,000 new H-1B visas (this
otherwise would need to obtain their own H-1B visas or wait
limit is commonly referred to as the “H-1B cap”) for individuals
until the very end of the process to seek U.S. employment.
Senate Bill Would Raise H-1B Cap
A new bipartisan Senate Bill, the Immigration Innovation (ISquared) Act, introduced by Senators Orrin Hatch (R-Utah),
Amy Klobuchar (D-Minn.), Marco Rubio (R-Fla.), Chris Coons
(D-Del.), Jeff Flake (R-Ariz.), and Richard Blumenthal (DConn.), would initially raise the H-1B cap from 65,000 visas per
year to 115,000. Thereafter, the cap would be adjusted based on
demand, up to a maximum of 195,000 and down to a minimum
of 115,000.
Continued on page 14
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Human Resource Matters
Paid Leave Among Priorities in DOL Budget Proposal
By Tammy Binford, HRHero.com

A $2 billion paid leave initiative as well as millions for enforcement of
laws on equal opportunity, wage and hour issues, safety, whistleblowing,
and retirement security are among the priorities outlined in President
Barack Obama’s fiscal year 2016 budget for the U.S. Department of Labor
(DOL).
On February 2, the DOL announced that the budget includes $2 billion for a Paid Leave Partnership Initiative to help as many as five states launch paid leave programs following the example of California,
New Jersey, and Rhode Island. The DOL announcement said participating states would be eligible to
receive funds for the initial setup and half of benefits for three years. The budget also includes a $35
million State Paid Leave Fund to provide technical assistance and support to states as they build the infrastructure needed to launch paid leave programs in the future, according to the DOL announcement.
Enforcement funds
The budget also includes nearly $1.9 billion for the DOL’s worker protection agencies:


$207 million for the Employee Benefits Security Administration, which deals with retirement,
health, and other benefits employers offer. The budget also includes proposals to make saving easier
for workers without employer-based retirement plans, according to the DOL.



$114 million for the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs to enforce equal employment
opportunity laws affecting federal contractors.



$277 million for the DOL’s Wage and Hour Division. The DOL said the funds would “ensure workers receive appropriate wages and overtime pay, as well as the right to take job-protected leave for
family and medical leave purposes.”



$592 million for the Occupational Safety and Health Administration for enforcement of safety and
health regulations, inspections of hazardous workplaces, and strengthening protections for whistleblowers against retaliation.



$395 million for the Mine Safety and Health Administration for enforcement of mine safety regulations.

The budget
also includes
a $35 million
State Paid Leave
Fund to provide
technical
assistance and
support to
states as they
build the
infrastructure
needed to
launch paid
leave programs
in the future,
according to
the DOL
announcement.

Other priorities
The overall DOL budget calls for $13.2 billion in discretionary funding. It’s part of the president’s $3.99
trillion federal budget unveiled on February 2. The spending plan faces stiff opposition in Congress.
In addition to the paid leave initiative and funding for enforcement, the spending plan calls for funds to
bolster efforts to connect workers with jobs. The DOL’s announcement says for workers who have lost
jobs, the budget includes an additional $500 million for in-person employment services. The DOL says
that investment would reach one-third of unemployment insurance beneficiaries who are most likely to
run out of benefits before getting reemployed, all recently separated veterans who receive unemployment benefits, and other displaced workers who use the American Job Center
network.
The budget also includes $2 billion to increase the number of Registered Apprenticeships across the country over the next five years. The budget also provides $500 million for competitive Industry Credentialing and Career Pathways Grants. The budget also addresses partnerships between community colleges and other training programs and employers.
The budget provides $3 billion aimed at meeting the needs of disconnected
youth, including grants for localities to expand summer and year-round job
opportunities and to create educational and workforce pathways.
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Legislative Matters

Labor Board’s Quickie Election Rule Raises the Question:
Who’s In Charge Here?
The National
Labor Relations
Board’s new
expedited representation
case rules,
scheduled to go
into effect on
April 14, eliminating an
employer’s right
to a preelection determination about
the supervisory
status of its
employees,
makes it more
important than
ever before for
employers to
determine in
advance who is
a “supervisor”
under the Act.

From Jackson Lewis PC, a Council of Industry Associate Member

An individual meeting the definition of “supervisor”
under the Act is not eligible to vote in a union election and, as an agent of the employer, the supervisor’s wrongful statements and actions may be imputed to the employer, making the employer liable for
violating the NLRA. The employer also may have its
supervisors communicate with employees about union issues on its behalf (e.g., while off shift or in
languages other than English). The National Labor
Relations Board’s new expedited representation case
rules, scheduled to go into effect on April 14, eliminating an employer’s right to a pre-election determination about the supervisory status of its employees,
makes it more important than ever before for employers to determine in advance who is a
“supervisor” under the Act.
One of the most litigated issues before the NLRB
since its beginnings has been whether lead persons
qualify as supervisors. When Congress first debated
the NLRA during the Great Depression, business
owners reacted with universal dismay. If we were
sitting in a business leaders’ legislative affairs meeting at the time, we might have heard the following:
Our working foremen cannot be eligible to support,
vote for, and join a union. They are our eyes, ears,
and de facto managers of other hourly employees.
We are entitled to their total loyalty, provided we
require they act lawfully in resisting a union organizing drive. If you allow them to unionize, they will be
placed in an untenable conflict of interest. For example, if a foreman was voted in as the local union
president, how could he discipline a fellow union
member?

Congress decided
the business community was right
and included a
section to the Act
defining who qualifies as a company’s supervisor — legal agent —
regardless of job title:
Section 2(11): The term “supervisor” means any
individual having authority, in the interest of the
employer, to hire, transfer, suspend, lay off, recall,
promote, discharge, assign, reward, or discipline
other employees, or responsibly to direct them, or to
adjust their grievances, or effectively to recommend
such action, if in connection with the foregoing the
exercise of such authority is not of a merely routine
or clerical nature, but requires the use of independent judgment.
Eighty years after the NLRA became law, the legal
status of leads still presents an issue. Here is an example of how it can arise:
The company had been advised to reduce the number of plant-level first line supervisors to “inform
Wall Street” the company has reduced indirect headcount to be more productive and streamlined.
At the same time, an outside consultant has advised
Human Resources to implement self-directed work
teams, further reducing the need for supervisors.
Finally, the few remaining supervisors spend the
majority of their time sending spreadsheets of production data to the corporate office. They rarely appear on the plant floor. Day-to-day “management” of
the hourly work force has been left to leads who are
hourly workers.
On Friday afternoon at 4:30 p.m. a copy of a union
election petition filed with the NLRB Regional office is faxed to the plant manager.
The union petition proposes the following employees be eligible to vote: “All production leads, operators, technicians, and all maintenance employees.”
The plant manager states, “We cannot have our leads
vote because they are managing our folks.”
The company’s CEO asks, “What do we do now?”
Continued on page 14
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Changes to New York’s Wage Theft Act Bring Good, Bad News for Employers
by Paul J. Sweeney, New York Employment Law Letter

An amendment to New York’s Wage Theft Prevention Act (WTPA) removes a requirement that private-sector employers provide wage rate notices to current employees by February 1 of each year.
The WTPA requires private-sector employers to provide written wage rate notices to
employees and imposes penalties for noncompliance. Until the change was signed
into law on December 29, 2014, the written wage rate notices providing information
on employees’ rates of pay or calculation of wages—as well as other wage- and benefit-related information—had to be issued by February 1 of each year.
As the new law goes into effect on February 27, 2015, Governor Andrew M.
Cuomo’s “approval memorandum” accompanying the new law removed the February 1 notice requirement for the 2015 calendar year. The New York State Department of Labor (NYSDOL) has pointed out, however, that employers must still provide employees with a wage rate notice upon hire.
Although the new law removes one requirement, it increases penalties on employers that violate its provisions. Effective February
27, 2015, penalties for employers that fail to provide new employees with the required notice within 10 days of hire will increase
from $50 per worker per workweek to $50 per worker per workday,
up to a maximum of $5,000. The previous maximum was $2,500.
Penalties for not providing employees with earnings statements will
increase from $100 per week (and a maximum of $2,500) to $250 per
day (and a maximum of $5,000).
The amended WTPA imposes successor employer and contractor liability as well as personal liability for the “top 10” members of a limited liability company. Moreover, it increases civil penalties for employers that have repeat violations within six years of their first violation to a maximum of $20,000. The new law also creates a “wage
theft protection account.”
For more information on the amended WTPA, see the January 2015
issue of New York Employment Law Letter.
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EHS Matters

Businesses and
institutions
subject to the
existing hazardous waste
regulations can
treat the
Preliminary
Draft as a
"preview" of
what future
hazardous
waste
regulatory
revisions may
look like, and
they should
consider providing comments
to NYSDEC
before proposed
regulations are
drafted.

New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Seeks Comment on Preliminary Draft of Revisions to
Hazardous Waste Regulations
From Bond, Shoeneck & King PLLC, a Council of Industry Associate Member

On February 4, 2015, the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) made
available for comment a Preliminary Draft for Public Consideration of Revised Hazardous Waste Management Regulations (Preliminary Draft). The Preliminary Draft does not formally propose to revise
NYSDEC’s existing hazardous waste regulations. Rather, the Preliminary Draft seeks comments regarding draft revisions to the hazardous waste regulations, and after consideration of comments received,
NYSDEC will formally propose revisions to 6 NYCRR Parts 370-374 and Part 376. Businesses and institutions (e.g., colleges and universities, hospitals, etc.) subject to the existing hazardous waste regulations
can treat the Preliminary Draft as a "preview" of what future hazardous waste regulatory revisions may
look like, and they should consider providing comments to NYSDEC before proposed regulations are
drafted.
New York is an authorized state for the implementation of the hazardous waste management program in
lieu of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). A requirement of authorization is that New
York State adopt hazardous waste regulations at least as stringent as those of the EPA. The Preliminary
Draft proposes to incorporate into New York regulations thirty-seven (37) federal rules that were adopted
by the EPA from January 2002 to April 2012. These rules address the following topics, among others:


revisions to used oil management standards

the addition of mercury-containing waste to the universal waste rules

cathode ray tube revisions, and

alternative requirements for hazardous waste determinations and
accumulation of unwanted material at college and university laboratories.
The Preliminary Draft also seeks to address approximately eighty (80)
issues in the existing NYSDEC hazardous waste regulations, including clarification of language and corrections of errors found in the regulations.
The NYSDEC is also seeking comments regarding whether it should implement a rulemaking initiative
concerning the EPA regulations adopted in 2013 and 2014. This includes:


the solvent-contaminated wipes rule

the carbon dioxide sequestration rule

the electronic manifest rule, and

the 2008 definition of solid waste rule, as amended in January 2015.
Comments are also sought regarding possible changes to New York’s used oil management regulations at
6 NYCRR Subpart 374-2.
To facilitate an understanding of the draft regulations and regulatory
initiatives, as well as to take questions and accept informal comments,
NYSDEC will host a live webinar on February 25, 2015 from 10 a.m.
- 12 p.m. and a public information meeting on March 10, 2015 from 1
- 3 p.m. in Albany. Written comments regarding the Preliminary Draft
and other initiatives will be accepted by NYSDEC until April 6, 2015.
Although the Preliminary Draft includes much detail, it provides a
meaningful opportunity for the regulated community to impact the
future of hazardous waste rulemaking in New York.
To learn more, contact Virginia C. Robbins at 315.218.8182 or robbinv@bsk.com or Robert R. Tyson at 315.218.8221 or
rtyson@bsk.com.
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CI Calendar of Training and Events

Feb. 20

Feb
25,27
Mar 4

Human Resources Sub-council: Immigration Update—
8:30 am —10 am at the Council of Industry Offices, The
Desmond Campus, Newburgh, NY. Presenter Otieno Ombok,
Jackson Lewis. Free to members, email abutler@councilofindustry.org to register or call (845) 5651355.
Project Management - 8:30 - 4:30 at the BRC in Kingston, NY. This course will introduce basic concepts including the definition of a project and the project manager’s
job, how to develop success criteria, and how to engage
project stakeholders. Instructor: Dr. Kevin Caskey.
Cost: $325 per person.

Mar 4

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Problem
Solving & Decision Making—9:00 am—4:40 pm at Bowne
Hall, Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Instructor: Arnold Most, MOST Business Improvement Solutions. Class is full, waiting list only.

Mar 13

EHS Sub-council: Aerial lift, Scaffold, Fall Protection,
and Arc-flash Safety – Who needs it? - 8:30 am- 10:30
am at The Chazen Companies, 21 Fox Street, Poughkeepsie, NY. No cost for members.

Mar 18

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: Positive Motivation & Discipline—9:00 am—4:40 pm at Bowne Hall,
Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Instructor: Rebecca Mazin, Recruit Right. Class is full, waiting list
only.

Apr 1

Certificate in Manufacturing Leadership: High Performance Teamwork —9:00 am—4:40 pm at Bowne Hall,
Dutchess Community College, Poughkeepsie, NY. Instructor: Ellen Messer, Organizational Effectiveness. Class is full,
waiting list only.

JOE PIETRYKA
INCORPORATED
85 Charles Colman Boulevard,
Pawling, New York 12564

Designers, Manufacturers
and Assemblers of
Plastic Injection Molded Parts
and Components
Serving the Electrical, Industrial,
Medical, Automotive, Photographic,
Pharmaceutical, Cosmetic and Food
Markets of America

ISO 9001:2008 Certified
Adhering toTS16949
UL Listed
CSA Listed
Drug Master File Registered
FDA Registered
CE Conformity
Class 10,000 Certified Cleanroom
In House Color Matching
www.joepietrykainc.com
Phone: (845) 855-1201
Fax: (845) 855 5219

Welcome New Members:
Putnam Precision – Medical devices. Putnam County.
Contact: Sean Hamilton
Repro Med Systems— Medical devices. Orange County.
Contact: Andy Sealfon

Welcome New Associate Members:
Galileo Technology Group, Inc.— Technology consultation. Ulster County. Contact: Vincent Cozzolino
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Energy Matters

FERC to Give Quarterly Updates on Capacity Zone
FERC will now
have to give
quarterly
reports on the
capacity zone
that will include
analyses of the
effect on ratepayers. The new
requirement
was inserted
into the $1.1
trillion federal
spending bill
that passed
through both
houses of
Congress and
was signed by
the President
into law in
December.

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, or FERC, approved a Hudson Valley “electric capacity zone” that went into effect May 1, 2014
causing large price increases on Industrial electricity users. The regulation was enacted despite opposition from elected officials, business
groups, local municipalities and the state’s own utilities regulator, the
Public Service Commission. Electricity providers in the region said the
zone translates to a 6 percent increase on residential bills and a 10 percent increase on industrial bills. Though many Council members saw
increases of as much as 30% last summer.
FERC will now have to give quarterly reports on the capacity zone that
will include analyses of the effect on ratepayers. The new requirement
was inserted into the $1.1 trillion federal spending bill that passed
through both houses of Congress and was signed by the President into
law in December.
Sen. Charles Schumer, a Democrat, announced the new provisions in a
news release. “We cannot let FERC make unilateral decisions that result in unwarranted rate hikes for
already hard-hit Hudson Valley ratepayers,” he said.
The pushback against the zone has been led in the House by Rep. Chris Gibson, a Columbia County
Republican, and Rep. Sean Patrick Maloney, a Putnam County Democrat, both of whom have sought
to have the zone repealed altogether.
Maloney said, “Finally getting some accountability from FERC is an encouraging first step, but make
no mistake, this fight continues.” Three state utilities are looking to eliminate the zone and reimburse
customers for higher rates, but a federal appeals court has yet to make a decision.
The capacity zone was first proposed in 2011 by the New York Independent System Operator, which
suggested designating a zone that makes energy produced in the lower part of the state more valuable
as part of an effort to spur construction of new facilities in southeastern New York, which consumes a
majority of the state’s energy.
Dutchess-based Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. and Iberdrola USA subsidiaries New York State
Electric & Gas Corp. and Rochester Gas & Electric Corp. said in court filings that the zone cost an
additional $80 million in its first five months, most of which was paid by consumers and not the electric companies.
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Manufacturing Matters

NAM's CEO Barnstorms for Manufacturing-Friendly Policies
By Steve Minter, From IndustryWeek

In the midst of what many consider
a manufacturing renaissance, does
NAM President and CEO Jay Timmons need to be on a cross-country
tour promoting the value of manufacturing? If you don’t think so,
consider his experience at the University of Kansas last September.
Addressing an audience of about
1,000 students, Timmons asked
how many had set a goal of getting
a job in manufacturing. Not a single hand was raised. Timmons
then asked the audience members to take out their smartphones.
“Then I said, ‘Which one of you in this room wants to be the
person that dreams up, that invents the next great thing that
changes the world for the better?’” Timmons recalled. “All of a
sudden all these hands went up.”
When IndustryWeek caught up with Timmons, he had just completed the Midwest leg of his State of Manufacturing tour with
an address at the City Club of Cleveland. Timmons said his tour
was designed to get people more active in meeting with elected
officials and developing policies that will grow U.S. manufacturing in a sustainable way. But the tour is also dedicated to changing the perception of manufacturing, particularly among the
young.
“Manufacturing today is very cool, very sleek, very technology
driven, and it has skill needs like we have never had in the past,”
said Timmons. He wants not only young people to hear that message but also their parents, a generation that manufacturing to a
large degree skipped. He said manufacturers need to connect
with children’s curiosity and love of making things.
“We need to tap into that creative DNA that exists in every single young person and get them to understand what potential is
out there for them in the future,” said Timmons.

But along with touting what is good about American manufacturing, Timmons’ tour is intended also to highlight challenges confronting the industry. He complained that manufacturing faces a
“disproportionate share" of the burden of government regulations. The current regulatory system is “unnecessarily complex
and inefficient,” he claimed.
Small manufacturers face a particular burden from regulations,
he noted. He cited a study that regulations cost them an average
of $35,000 per employee per year.
Dealing with Climate Change
Timmons cited two particular targets of NAM’s ire – EPA’s proposed regulation of emissions from existing power plants and its
proposed rule to lower limits for ground-level ozone.
At the City Club event, Timmons was questioned about NAM’s
opposition to the greenhouse gas regulations. “Is the NAM a
denier of the facts that we are getting hotter and are there costs of
not doing anything like having the kinds of energy programs
geared to coal that we had 25 years ago?” an audience member
asked.
The debate over climate change “is settled,” Timmons responded. What NAM was calling for, he explained, was regulation of
industry that achieved the regulation’s objectives but does so in a
way that doesn’t harm the economy or amount to unilateral action. ”We can’t be the only country leading the way,” Timmons
said.
Corporate and individual tax rates are also a problem for manufacturers, Timmons told the City Club audience. The U.S. corporate tax rate of 35%, the highest in the world, must be fixed, he
said. America’s “outdated tax code” is driving foreign investment away and “driving investors out of our country,” he
charged.
Continued on page 14

Timmons lauded the vitality of manufacturing, noting that it accounts for more than $2 trillion of the U.S. economy annually.
Since 2009, he noted, manufacturing has regained 855,000 jobs.
Add to that 22,000 more manufacturing jobs created in January
reported by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Moreover, Timmons cited research that each manufacturing job supports three
to five additional jobs in other industries.
With its tradition of providing a pathway to the middle class and
its continuing economic clout, Timmons told his audience, manufacturing has a “disproportionate responsibility to keep our
economy humming along.”
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Financial Matters
Leveraging Letters of Credit in Volatile Times
By Andrea Ratay, Global Trade Finance, TD Bank NA, a Council of Industry Member

While extending
open account
terms to a
foreign buyer
might
not be
comfortable for
an exporter,
selling under
an export L/C
will serve to
mitigate
payment risk
and generate a
receivable that
the exporter
could discount
with a bank,
thereby
accelerating

On Letters of Credit are not new technology or
even a new idea – they are tried and trusted instruments for international trade that have
been around for centuries and remain
very relevant in today's turbulent
times.
Letter of Credit (L/C) use has declined since the early 1990s, a trend
that has accelerated in the last 10 years
as global linkages have expanded. In
industries like apparel and other consumer products, importers have gained leverage and feel that
L/Cs add costs to the purchasing process. At the
same time, exporters find that the process for presenting documents and the high probability of discrepancies creates an unnecessary administrative
burden. Many would agree with these statements
during times of stability, but what about when
companies have to manage through volatility, when
disruptions to the global economy and logistics
create new challenges? In a shifting and unsettled
environment, the old reasons for using L/Cs come
to the fore – managing risk and supporting access
to financing. Even the more recent trends in supply chain finance which serve to streamline the
sourcing process have come to acknowledge the
value of risk optimization and financing, as evidenced by the newest Trade offering, the Bank
Payment Obligation (BPO).

cashflow.

Growing a business and managing margins in
an increasingly global and competitive market often leads companies to review and streamline processes. A consideration is to balance efficiency
with "completeness" – a simplistic and everyday
comparison would be how you pack luggage for a
trip: with airlines charging fees for checked luggage, there is a strong incentive to pack light
enough for carry-on luggage. And because of this
motivation, you might not pack enough, later wishing that you had
brought that jacket
Manufacturing Job
or pair of boots
Opportunities
when the weather
If you have job openings and positions to fill:
gets bad. But at
 Post it on the Council of Industry Website
least you didn't
www.councilofindustry.org
have to pay the bag Look at resumes from our member
gage check fee….
recommended For Hire page

Contact Alison at abutler @councilofindustry.org
for more info.

In this context, a
"new normal" or
less stable global

environment highlights the benefits of using Letters of Credit in some situations, to reduce the
overall cost of financing the supply chain. The first example
would be the vendor who needs
access to pre-shipment financing
– unless the buyer agrees to provide a
deposit, the supplier will have to borrow
to pay for labor and materials needed
for production. The interest rate would
be higher than what the bank would charge if the
supplier receives an export L/C from the buyer as
evidence of a firm order. Accessing financing at a
lower interest rate will benefit both buyer and seller across the value chain. In addition, the L/C provides a measure of control for the buyer, since the
L/C can be structured to manage timing and quality
of shipments.
The second example is the exporter's consideration of payment risk. With the need in developing
countries for infrastructure, consumer goods for the
expanding middle class and various commodities,
exporters may find their markets shifting and expanding to countries that may be riskier or unfamiliar to them. Many countries have higher interest
rates than the US, and one advantage of buying
from a US exporter is the access to US Dollar financing. While extending open account terms to a
foreign buyer might not be comfortable for an exporter, selling under an export L/C will serve to
mitigate payment risk and generate a receivable
that the exporter could discount with a Bank, thereby accelerating cashflow.
Finally, commercial banks have a responsibility
to ensure compliance of international transactions,
and act accordingly on behalf of importers and
exporters. In this age of increased scrutiny, having
a partner with expertise in global trade and compliance on your side offers a real benefit. As business
conditions ebb and flow, Letters of Credit serve a
You can contact Andrea Ratay/ VP / Global Trade
Finance - TD Bank, America's Most Convenient
Bank® - OFFICE: (646) 652-1392 - MOBILE:
(347) 276-3361 * EMAIL: andrea.ratay@td.com
or Antonio J. Vinciguerra, Vice President – Commercial Lending, Office. 845-220-2820 / Cell. 646773-0676, Email – Antonio.Vinciguerra@td.com or
call 1-888-264-4685 if you want to learn more
about how we can help you with your foreign exchange risk management strategy or visit us
www.tdbank.com/internationalservices.
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Import/Export Matters
What Happens if the US Ports Keep
Closing?
Sam Jermy - Supply Chain Management

Concern is growing as to what will happen to businesses around
the country if the West Coast ports in USA continue to close for
multiple days each week due to the International Longshore and
Warehouse Union strike. Many businesses aren’t prepared for the
potential supply chain disruptions that can affect their bottom
line if they have trouble getting raw materials or finished products through the ports.
Dr Jeff Karrenbauer, President and Co-founder of Insight, said: “Companies should have strategic plans
in place to mitigate supply chain risks caused by everything from natural disasters to socio-economic
and political unrest that may cut off critical raw material suppliers, sources of manufactured goods, major transportation facilities, essential transportation modes, and so on, resulting in major disruptions in
supply chains.”
According to ISM, the West Coast ports handle 43.5 percent of containerised cargo in the US, which
accounts for 12.5 percent of US GDP. Without an agreement between the Pacific Maritime Association
(PMA) representing port management, and the ILWU, nearly 30 West Coast ports, which serve as the
entry point of the bulk of Asia Pacific trade into and out of the US, could be shut down this week.
Kelly Kolb, Vice President of the Retail Industry Leaders Association, said: “A shutdown would not
only impact the hundreds of thousands of jobs working directly in America’s transportation supply
chain, but the reality is the entire economy would be impacted as exports sit on docks and imports sit in
the harbour waiting for manufacturers to build products and retailers to stock shelves.
“The slowdown is already making life difficult, but a shutdown could derail the economy completely.
For retailers specifically, a shutdown will have dire consequences for those dependent on spring inventory demand.”
The last prolonged port shutdown of the West Coast ports was the 10-day lockout in 2002, which was
estimated to cost the US economy close to $1 billion a day.
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“A shutdown
would not only
impact the
hundreds of
thousands of jobs
working directly
in America’s
transportation
supply chain, but
the reality is the
entire economy
would be
impacted as
exports sit on
docks and
imports sit in
the harbour
waiting for
manufacturers
to build products
and retailers to
stock shelves.”
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Hudson Valley unemployment rate for December 2014 = 4.7%
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Continued from page 11
Manufacturing Matters

Continued from page 6
More Legislative Matters

Because two-thirds of manufacturers are taxed at the individual
rate, any tax increase would raise taxes on all of them. Timmons
said President Obama’s “proposed punitive tax increases on investments and small businesses would stifle economic growth.”

Currently, the employer in this example almost always has the
right to insist that a pre-election NLRB evidentiary hearing be
held to determine whether the “leads” are statutory supervisors.
The employer may present evidence in support of its position
and the Director of the NLRB Regional Office will make a decision. If the decision is adverse, the employer may appeal it to the
Board in Washington, D.C.

Noting that 95% of the world’s customers live outside the United
States, Timmons said domestic manufacturers “want to be where
they are buying stuff.” He pointed out that Ohio manufacturers
trade with more than 200 countries and 90% are small-to medium-sized businesses. He called for trade measures to grant the
president trade promotion authority, accelerate free trade agreements and provide long-term reauthorization of the ExportImport Bank.
Increased investment in America’s infrastructure is also needed,
Timmons said. Many of the nation’s ports, railways, roads and
runways were “built for a bygone era,” he said, and are in
“desperate need of repair.” Timmons urged a public-private partnership to fund infrastructure improvements. He pointed to an
NAM study that found a sustained investment in infrastructure
over 15 years would create 1.3 million jobs initially and return
three dollars for every dollar invested.
Timmons reiterated NAM’s call for an “all of the above” energy
policy that takes full advantage of domestic energy sources such
as shale gas. “If we develop this resource correctly, we can create a million new American jobs over the next 10 to 15 years,”
Timmons said.
In that vein, Timmons called for approval of the Keystone XL
pipeline. “There really are no more excuses left,” he said. “It is
time to act.”

That right, however, will disappear on April 14, the date the
NLRB’s new election rule takes effect. Under the rule, whether
leads are statutory supervisors may be litigated only after the
election is held.
The dilemma the new rule presents to an unprepared employer is
this: if an election petition seeks to include leads as eligible voters, and the company believes the leads truly are statutory supervisors who should be excluded, the company would have to
mount its pre-election campaign without an NLRB determination on the leads’ supervisory status. It would not know if the
leads are supervisors, who may communicate the employer’s
message to employees, or members of the bargaining unit, who
are protected by the NLRA and eligible to vote. Moreover, if the
leads engage in misconduct before the vote and the union loses
the election, the union then may allege the leads actually are
supervisors whose unfair labor practices should overturn the
vote. The uncertainty is likely to hamstring many employers in
the run-up to a representation election.
In light of the approaching new election rule, now is the best
time to identify the employees who should be considered supervisors by the NLRB. If an analysis of their responsibilities
shows that a case for their supervisory status is uncertain, now is
the time to ensure that those individuals clearly are vested with
the responsibilities necessary to strengthen the employer’s case.
To get started, see our article, Preparing for Labor Board’s
Quickie Election Rule.

Describing the nation’s immigration system as “broken,” the
NAM president called for comprehensive reform. He stressed
that immigrants were vital to the nation’s economy and their
desire to come to the U.S. reflected the attractiveness of the
country as a “beacon of opportunity.” Timmons said manufacturers need access to high-skilled workers and more visas needed to Please contact your Jackson Lewis attorney to discuss the NLRB election rule
be granted through the H1B visa system until the U.S. education
and how it affects your organization.
system can meet that demand. Timmons also
called for reform of the guest worker program and
Council of Industry Staff
for improved border security.
Most fundamental to immigration reform, Timmons said, is development of a bipartisan solution
that provides a “pathway for citizenship” for undocumented immigrants. He said this was particularly important for those who want to be a
“productive part of our economy.”

Executive Vice President: Harold King
Director of Membership & Communication: Alison Butler
Director of Government Affairs: Karyn Burns
Website: www.councilofindustry.org
Phone: (845) 565-1355
Fax: (845) 565-1427
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Continued from page 4
Legislative Matters
PERM Regulations to be Revised
PERM Labor Certification is the way an employer typically will
sponsor a foreign worker for permanent residence. It is done
through the Department of Labor and has not been updated in
approximately 10 years. The President’s executive action calls
for DOL to streamline the PERM process and, perhaps, allow the
DOL to work through its significant backlog of cases and reduce
the processing time to less than six months.
Clarification of Specialized Knowledge for L-1B Visa Program
Under the L-1B Visa Program, multi-national employer may
transfer workers to the U.S. who possess “specialized
knowledge” needed in the U.S. USCIS has long taken a narrow
and sometimes inconsistent view of what constitutes “specialized
knowledge,” making it difficult for employers to use the category. Two developments in 2014, however, could change this. First,
a federal appeals court in Washington, D.C., rejected the agency’s determination that L-1B “specialized knowledge” cannot be
“inherent knowledge a person gains as a result of his or her upbringing, family and community traditions, and overall assimilation to one’s native culture necessarily falls into the realm of general knowledge.” In its decision, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the District of Columbia Circuit reversed a district court’s decision granting summary judgment for the government and re-

manded the case for further proceedings. Fogo De Chao
(Holdings) Inc. v. U.S. Department of Homeland Security, No.
13-5301 (D.C. Cir. Oct. 21, 2014). The ruling could broaden the
range of professionals eligible for transferee specialized
knowledge visas. Second, in response to the President’s executive action, USCIS has stated that it will issue clear, consolidated
guidance on the meaning of “specialized knowledge.”
Promoting Research, Development, and Entrepreneurs
There will be policy guidance issued allowing “researchers, inventors, and founders” to qualify for National Interest Waivers
(“NIW”) under the Employment-Based Second Preference category. The goal is to expand the use of the category for foreign
nationals whose work will benefit the U.S. In addition, USCIS
will develop a program to permit such individuals to enter the
U.S. temporarily to pursue these activities prior to obtaining the
NIW.
Interagency Cooperation on Worksite Enforcement
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement’s coordination with
the Department of Labor regarding worksite enforcement will be
strengthened. Better cooperation among ICE worksite enforcement, Department of Justice (Office of Special Counsel), the National Labor Relations Board, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, also will be addressed. The increased coordination and cooperation is expected to lead to more workplace
investigations.
Jackson Lewis attorneys in the Immigration practice are available to answer inquiries this and other workplace issues.

Continued from Front Page
Businesses outside of New York State are turning away before we even have an opportunity to pitch the many benefits of being a
New York State business, based on preexisting costs alone. And just as bad, businesses are packing up to relocate elsewhere or shut
down, because they simply can’t take the fiscal burden anymore. The time is now to be strategic about bolstering economic development.
With that, I would have to concur with my friends and colleagues from many of the statewide business associations in proposing the
following: how about using part of the “windfall” for expediting the 18a assessment elimination for manufacturers and businesses?
The proposal is already in place, as it was passed last year. Why not use some of our surplus to simply expedite the process and reduce the tax burden on businesses already here and operating in New York?
For a little background, this assessment is a gross receipts tax in effect, and will impose $173 million in add-on costs on power customers in 2015 and another $134 million in 2016. Since the state repealed its statutory energy gross receipts tax in 2000, with about
$150 million per year in tax relief, the state has added more than $1 billion in annual energy-based assessments. All good news for
the State.
High energy costs continue to hinder growth for many of our economy-boosting sectors, and an extension to this fee will cost all
energy consumers (businesses, governments, schools, non-profits and residences) in the State upwards of $500 million annually. It is
a regressive tax that was originally intended to be a temporary measure, and was described as such to New York State taxpayers
when it was adopted.
As we continue to endure this difficult recession and fiscal crisis, it is more critical now than ever to do everything we can to make
the climate in New York State as easy as possible for businesses to simply weather the storm and remain in business. This is the
only way we can get through these difficult times. If we see opportunity for economic development incentives, that is terrific, but in
order to make these new incentives as effective as possible, balance it with added tax cuts for businesses.
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